
Realize the Full Benefits of Workplace Analytics
Understanding high-level patterns 
derived from analyzing email usage and 
calendaring metadata can provide 
businesses the information they need to 
drive more effective strategies for sales, 
marketing, employee engagement, and 
productivity. 
Microsoft’s Workplace Analytics (WpA) 
for Office 365 provides organizations a 
way to review and align current 
workplace processes more closely with 
their chosen business strategy and 
goals by creating additional value from 
their existing Office 365 investments.

Policy-Driven Complete WpA Capability Legal/Regulatory Compliance

• Create policies for on premise
data collection and movement to
Office 365 WpA

• Fully automatic data migration

• Enables full hybrid email
system analytics

• Get the entire picture of your
employee's productivity,
workloads, and interactions

Completely 
Automated

Regulatory 
Compliance

User-Based 
Pricing 

Create data collection 
and movement 
policies to take 
advantage of your 
network activity
Migrate Exchange 
metadata to Office 
365 WpA 
automatically
Metadata securely 
migrated with data in 
transit encryption
Digitally compare data 
before and after 
movement - digital 
fingerprinting

FastCollect for 
WpA enables you 
to:
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Product Brief
F a s t C o l l e c t  f o r  W o r k p l a c e
A n a l y t i c s

Get the complete picture of your employee communication 
productivity and interactions with FastCollect for Workplace 
Analytics

The FastCollect for Workplace 
Analytics solution enables companies 
to realize the full benefits of Office 
365 Workplace Analytics by 
automatically collecting and securely 
moving metadata from their on 
premise Exchange server to Office 
365 and Workplace Analytics for 
inclusion in the overall WpA 
analyses. Companies with hybrid 
email systems can generate a 
complete, holistic view of all email 
data including the data in your on 
premise Exchange servers.

Many companies have hybrid 
email environments – email boxes 
in both Office 365 and Exchange 
on premise. 

By combining data from both your 
on premise Exchange server(s) 
and your Office 365 instance, you 
are able to create all-inclusive 
views of your employees work 
activities, productivity, and their 
work environment.

FastCollect for Workplace 
Analytics works in the background 
collecting and moving Exchange 
server metadata to Office 365 and 
WpA in a completely secure 
manner - including data 
encryption of data in flight.  

• Meets regulatory privacy
requirements - your data remains
in your Microsoft Cloud tenancy

• Data collection and migration is
legally defensible




